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What is this part of the A2 examination?

• 1 hour and 30 minutes
• Worth 12% of the total A Level marks
• Decision Making Exercise … so what is that exactly?



It is…

• A REAL case study
• A geographical issue
• With conflicting values
• It requires you to:
• understand an unseen context;
• use unfamiliar terminology;
• produce a report; and
• make a recommendation



Text on the front of the examination paper

“You are strongly recommended to spend 30 minutes reading the 
question and selecting appropriate information before attempting to 
write your report”



Geographical issues are all around us

Fracking for shale gas

Waste to energy plants

Solar farms



Recent contexts include
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Recent contexts include

• Ecotown near Norwich
• New golf course in Co Clare
• Gasfield and pipeline in Mayo
• Waste to Energy plant, Co. Meath
• Bypass in Aberdeen
• Bridge in London
• Ferry terminal in Dun Laoghaire
• Potash mine in North Your Moors
• Airport in St Helena
• Salmon farm in Galway Bay…



All different…

All the same…



Typically you will get

Maps



Typically you will get

Photographs



Typically you will get

Artist’s impressions



Typically you will get

Infographics



Typically you will get

Table



Typically you will get

Text



Typically you will get

Quotations



So all different…

But all the same…



Each geographical issue is likely to have 
consequences which can be

These consequences can be positive or negative



Role
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You have to “adopt and maintain the stated role”



Format



There are 2 marks for format – you should get both.
Use the structure exactly as provided – do not try to improve 
upon/shorten, make clearer the headings and sub-headings provided.

1. The likely impact on the economy of Panama

2. The economy of Panama, and the importance of the canal

3. The likely impact on Panama’s economy

4. The likely impact on

Panama’s economy

Lose a mark

SUB-HEADING

HEADING





•Do not use chunks of text from the resources if 
you want to be considered for all of the marks 
available

•You can use occasional phrases as a quotation, 
but only if you put it in quotation marks, and do 
not overdo this

•Don’t copy out a paragraph changing an old 
word here, and there – MAKE IT YOUR OWN!



More tips to maximise your marks

• Think in points… but don’t write in bullet points
• Use precise figures where you can. Not ‘a lot of’ or ‘quite a few’ if you 

can retrieve the actual figure from the resources
• Quotations are a useful source but don’t write them out again in full. 

Select a key part of the quotation to use:

A local councillor described the development as 

a ‘catalyst for growth’



More tips to maximise your marks

Master the specialist language of the issue and use it

Open Cast Mine
FIFO (Fly In Fly Out)

WHAs (World Heritage Areas)
Biodiversity Offsetting

Natura2000
BIM (Bord Iascaigh Mhara)

Maerl



More tips to maximise your marks

Finish the paper – timing

There are 60 marks to be earned in 90 minutes, 
with around 30 minutes reading the question and Resource Booklet 
and planning your answer. So…

• Aim for a mark a minute in your writing time. A 6-mark task should take 
you about 6 minutes. 
• Your graph may take you a little longer than 8 or so minutes so take this 

into account. 
• Practice a paper on your own to get used to the timings.



Graph



Drawing the graph…

Probably worth 8 marks so very important… don’t forget it

Look carefully at the data
Decide on a  technique
Graph paper or the booklet itself?
Select your scale with care
Use the title provided
Label both axes
Use a key, or other technique
Plot the data with care
Make sure you reference the graph in your writing









Decision/conclusion

This is important – 8 or 10 marks – leave enough time to do it justice

In the section, you’re asked to make a decision and to justify it on the 
basis of the greater overall benefits.

This means setting out the arguments and weighing one up against the 
other.



You are likely to be saying:

“The developer’s case for employment increases of over 120 for 
the area is very persuasive, and I was particularly impressed by 
their commitment to ensuring that these were mainly local jobs. 
However …”

“The environmental concerns of those who oppose this plan are 
very clear. I too share their concerns regarding the potential 
visual pollution such a development might bring to this 
sensitive area but I am reassured by the …”



• Make a decision based on what is provided – you cannot make up 
your own.

• Remember – there is no right answer. Either will be possible to argue. 
It is the strength and persuasiveness of your argument which is 
important.



You might think that you cannot prepare for an 
unseen case study – a decision making exercise 
that could be anything, anywhere… BUT

•This is a paper you can prepare for…

•This is a paper you can practice… 

•This is a paper you can get better at…



Questions?


